Author awareness of transparency for successful publishing:
Face the challenges and enjoy the benefits!
Thursday 29 November 2018 - APSR Congress 2018, Taipei, Taiwan
Time (morning)

Session

9.00 - 9.30

Welcome
& Introduction
to Transparency

9.30 -9.55

Masterclass

9.55-10.45

Workshop

10.45 - 11.00

Title

Invited Speakers

What to expect?

Prof Paul Reynolds

Introducing the program: Research publishing becomes increasingly more difficult
and transparency is key to success. Openness and clarity in line with international
consensus is nowadays expected from authors, journals and publishers. We will
provide an overview of what transparency requires from each of them, followed by
an illustration of the important role played by journal transparency online in the
journal selection process by authors

Perspective:
Journal transparency in
peer review
Training:
Openness in
Manuscript writing

Prof Philip Bardin

Insight by the expert: Insight into a journal’s peer review process helps an author’s
understanding of how to meet a journal’s standard of a successful research
publication.

Dr Anke van Eekelen
&
Dr Lieve Bultynck

Insight by the experts: Research transparency in new submissions is an essential
requisite for journals to select the best new studies for publication. We will give
advice to authors how to enhance comprehensiveness, clarity and quality of a new
manuscript, focussing on:
(i) Clinical study design and available international reporting guidelines for
transparency,
(ii) Best practice statements covering research ethics approval, clinical trial
registration, data sharing and author contribution,
(iii) Manuscript layout, writing style & plagiarism.

Modern-day multilevel
transparency
in science publishing

Co-Editor in Chief RESPIROLOGY

Co-Editor in Chief RESPIROLOGY

Editorial Office
RESPIROLOGY

Morning Tea

11.00 - 11.25

Masterclass

Perspective:
Sharing research facilitates
collaboration

Prof Martin Kolb

Insight by the expert: The added value for researchers of sharing specialized
expertise, knowledge and data (inter)nationally is to broaden opportunities for
collaborative research, helping to improve quality outcomes of relevance for
publication with impact.

11.25 - 11.50

Masterclass

Training:
Track record transparency:
Open Researcher and
Contributor ID (ORCID)

Chieh-Chih Estelle Cheng

Insight by the expert: Individual contributions to research don’t have to go
unnoticed any longer with an official ORCID identifier and author –controlled
publication and track record information freely accessible online. Unambiguity of
who is who opens up discoverability and opportunities to connect with peers in
research around the world.

11.50 -12.15

Masterclass

Alison Bell

Insight by the expert: The ins & outs of publication models supporting openness:
Green and Gold Open Access. How they enhance transparency and regulate use and
re-use of publications

12.20 -12.30

Panel
discussion

Training:
Clarity on Open Access
publishing
The reality of achieving
transparency in the wider
Asia Pacific region

Chief Editor
European Respiratory Journal (ERJ)

Engagement Lead, Asia-Pacific
Region, ORCID

Journal Publishing Manager
Research, WILEY

Panel of all speakers
Moderator: Prof Paul Reynolds

Q&A session on the practical implications of transparency requirements for
researchers with different cultural backgrounds

